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QUESTION 1
You need to completely reboot the Operating System after making which of the following changes on the Security Gateway? i.e. the command cprestart is not sufficient.

A. 3 only  
B. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5  
C. 2, 3 only  
D. 3, 4, and 5 only  

Answer: C

QUESTION 2
Of the following, what parameters will not be preserved when using Database Revision Control?

1) Simplified mode Rule Bases  
2) Traditional mode Rule Bases  
3) Secure Platform WebUI Users  
4) SIC certificates  
5) SmartView Tracker audit logs  
6) SmartView Tracker traffic logs  
7) Implied Rules  
8) IPS Profiles  
9) Blocked connections  
10) Manual NAT rules  
11) VPN communities  
12) Gateway route table  
13) Gateway licenses

A. 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 13  
B. 5, 6, 9, 12, 13  
C. 1, 2, 8, 10, 11  
D. 2, 4, 7, 10, 11  

Answer: B

QUESTION 3
To reduce the information given to you in SmartView Tracker, what can you do to find information about data being sent between pcosaka and pctokyo?

A. Double-click an entry representing a connection between both endpoints.  
B. Press CTRL+F in order to open the find dialog, and then search the corresponding IP addresses.  
C. Apply a source filter by adding both endpoint IP addresses with the equal option set.  
D. Use a regular expression to filter out relevant logging entries.  

Answer: C

QUESTION 4
A third-shift Security Administrator configured and installed a new Security Policy early this morning. When you arrive, he tells you that he has been receiving complaints that Internet access is very slow. You suspect the Security Gateway virtual memory might be the problem. Which
SmartConsole component would you use to verify this?

A. SmartView Tracker
B. SmartView Monitor
C. This information can only be viewed with fw ctl pstat command from the CLI.
D. Eventia Analyzer

**Answer:** B

**QUESTION 5**
From the output below, where is the fingerprint generated?

![SmartDashboard output](image)

A. SmartUpdate
B. Security Management Server
C. SmartDashboard
D. SmartConsole

**Answer:** B

**QUESTION 6**
When troubleshooting NAT entries in SmartView Tracker, which column do we need to check to view the new source IP when using NAT?

A. XlateSrc
B. XlateSPort
C. XlateDst
D. XlateDPort

**Answer:** A
QUESTION 7
When troubleshooting NAT entries in SmartView Tracker, which column do we need to check to view the NAT'd source port when using source NAT?

A. XlateDst  
B. XlateDPort  
C. XlateSPort  
D. XlateSrc

Answer: C

QUESTION 8
Which Client Authentication sign-on method requires the user to first authenticate via the User Authentication mechanism when logging in to a remote server with Telnet?

A. Standard Sign On  
B. Manual Sign On  
C. Agent Automatic Sign On  
D. Partially Automatic Sign On

Answer: D

QUESTION 9
When selecting an authentication scheme for a user, which scheme would you use if you only want the password to be stored locally?

The password is not stored at a third party component.)

A. Check Point Password  
B. TACACS  
C. SecurID  
D. OS Password
QUESTION 10
Phase 2 uses ____________, if not using Perfect Forward Secrecy.

A. Symmetric
B. Conditional
C. Sequential
D. Asymmetric

Answer: A

QUESTION 11
The third-shift Administrator was updating Security Management Server access settings in global properties. He managed to lock all of the administrators out of their accounts. How should you unlock these accounts?

A. Login to SmartDashboard as the special cpconfig_admin user account, right click on administrator object and select Unlock.
B. Type fwm lock_admin -ua from the command line of the Security Manager server.
C. Reinstall the Security Management Server and restore using upgrade_import.
D. Delete the file admin.lock in the $fwDIR/tmp/ directory of the Security Management server.

Answer: B

QUESTION 12
You find a suspicious connection from a problematic host. You decide that you want to block everything from that whole network, not just the problematic host. You want to block this for an hour while you investigate further, but you do not want to add any rules to the Rule Base. How do you achieve this?

A. Add a “temporary” rule using SmartDashboard and select hide rule.
B. Create a Suspicious Activity Rule in SmartView Monitor
C. Use dbedit to script the addition of a rule directly into the Rule Bases_5_0. fws configuration file.
D. Select block intruder from the tools menu in SmartView Tracker.

Answer: B

QUESTION 13
The Check Point Security Gateway's virtual machine (kernel) exists between which two layers of the OSI model?

A. Session and Network layers
B. Application and Presentation layers
C. Physical and Data link layers
D. Network and Data link layers

Answer: D
QUESTION 14
Phase 1 uses________.

A. Conditional  
B. Sequential  
C. Asymmetric  
D. Symmetric

Answer: C

QUESTION 15
What is a possible reason for the IKE failure shown in this screenshot?

A. Mismatch in VPN Domains.  
B. Mismatch in Diffie-Hellman group.  
C. Mismatch in encryption schemes.  
D. Mismatch in preshared secrets.

Answer: D

QUESTION 16
Which of the following uses the same key to decrypt as it does to encrypt?

A. Asymmetric encryption  
B. Symmetric encryption  
C. Certificate-based encryption  
D. Dynamic encryption
QUESTION 17
When configuring the network interfaces of a checkpoint Gateway, the direction can be defined as Internal or external. What is meaning of interface leading to DMZ?

A. It defines the DMZ Interface since this information is necessary for Content Control.
B. Using restricted Gateways, this option automatically turns off the counting of IP Addresses originating from this interface.
C. When selecting this option, Ann-Spoofing is configured automatically to this net.
D. Activating this option automatically turns this interface to External.

Answer: A

QUESTION 18
For which service is it NOT possible to configure user authentication?

A. HTTPS
B. FTP
C. SSH
D. Telnet

Answer: C

QUESTION 19
What can NOT be selected for VPN tunnel sharing?

A. One tunnel per subnet pair
B. One tunnel per Gateway pair
C. One tunnel per pair of hosts
D. One tunnel per VPN domain pair

Answer: D

QUESTION 20
You run cpconfig to reset SIC on the Security Gateway. After the SIC reset operation is complete, the policy that will be installed is the

A. Last policy that was installed
B. Default filter
C. Standard policy
D. Initial policy

Answer: D